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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Fusion reactors, unlike fission reactors, are a marvelous potential for umn 
in his quest for ever greater anxnmts of power. We think we knaw how 
fusion reactions wxk, but we cannot start building such plants. The 
fusioning of stuns of low mass into atcxns of heavier mass, with a release 
of excess heat, can take place only when the temperature of the atarm is 
my millions of degrees of temperature. Suchconditionsmay existwithin 
stars ) and the c arrxmest mechanism is the "burning off' of hydrogen accan- 
panied by a slow build-up of heliun. The innerworkings of a fusion reactor 
rmst consist of a highly chaotic swarm of charged particles. Contairxnent 
will be accomplished, if at all, by a magnetic bottle type, force field, 
which is created insideavacuumcha&er. Excess heatwillreachthevac~ 
cha&er walls as radiant heat and a barbardment of neutral particles not 
stopped by the magnetic forces. 

Since vacuum chanber walls will be metal, they will act as a window to fast 
neutrons which will be thermalized and captured by lighter materials exter- 
nal to the chanber walls! which will in turn create sb,ers of hard gammas, 
The reactor rm of fusxm power plants will be radioactively 'hot" during 
operation, and rmst be shielded, using thick concrete walls unxzh as ifi fis- 
sion plants. Here, anysimilarityceases. 1rradiatedmateria1within fus- 
ion reactor mans will become radioactive in time, but these materials will 
be non-toxic, of lighter mass, far fewer in number and of shorter half-life. 
In the event of accident there will be no release of radioactive umterial 
into the an-bientenviroranent, as canhappen in a fissionreactor plant. 
Man-made, steady state fusion "fires" should be very easy to turn off in 
view of the egregious technical difficulties involved with starting and main- 
taining them. Unlike nrxt power plant systems, it is not possible to start 
on a small scale. If a system is devised that is practical, it will be big 
and very expensive. The trdous costs can be justified if the station 
capacities in KW are very large. Unlimited power would be available through 
fusion reactor plants and fuel is totally plentiful. 

We should intensify our P&D efforts to solve the extremely vexing technical 
problems. If we succeed, we will have no energy shortage and can envision 
practical space travel, not only to other solar planets, but to other stars. 
That we may not succeed should not deter us; at least we would have tried. 
Inability to predict when we will succeed, if ever, n-&es it vital that we 
also develop alternate energy sources that will allm us to exist here on 
earth as we want to, for as long as we can. I reccmrnend a THUMBS UPVOTE 
for fusion ver plant development. 

Fission reactors may be likened to the other side of the nuclear coin. The 
technology exists. There aremany types, ranging fransrnall. research 
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reactors, plutonim production reactors, fission reactor pcwer plants, to 
A-Ms. Fission reactors can have fast neutron fluxes m&rated or tl-xx- 
nralized using heavy water, beryllium, carbon, light water, or not at all. 
Reactor therm1 heat can be revved using recirculated coolants such as 
liquid metal, helix gas, pressurized light water, boiling light water and 
pressurized heavy water if reactors are large. Very small reactors can be 
cooledby imxersion in zwimniq pools, mechanical ventilation or by detona- 
tion. F'uel can be plutoniun, enriched uraniun or natural uranic in the 
formU inzirconiuncahs. 

Amrica andothernations have spent mormus suns onvarious atanic pro- 
grams relating to the use of fissionable materials for peaceful purposes as 
well as war. 
H-b&s. 

We have produced reliable A-b&s and can use them to trigger 
The detonationof anA-- lasts a f&rthousandths of a second 

after a critical mass is initiated. 
ium possible fissions is low. 

The yield of fissions relative to I-MX- 
The weight iuvolved is a few tens of Kg. 

Nonetheless, after several years, growing traces of radioactive fall-out 
were found in forage. 
lmderground. 

Today, prudentnuclearnaticms detonatetestdevices 
I%bile fission reactor pmer plants in the order of 10,000 K&J 

were developed to drive nuclear missile-laden sulxmrines. Onceapower 
reactor is turned on, it is, in about 10 mimxes, as radioactive internally 
as itwilleverybe, and final cooling of spentfuelwill take in the order 
of a million years. Nuclear sulmarine plants containa fewhundredkilo- 
grams located behind packed lead shielding canned in a wetted steel hull 
locatedbelaw thewaterline. 
landlubbers. 

A core meltdown in port would not threaten 
Sufxnarines lost at sea end up under great depths of water and 

radioactive contamination is remte. During the same periodwe cancelled 
a program to pcwer planes using reactors as unnecessary, very expensive 
anddmnrightdangerous. 

Nxmerous fission reactor power plants have been built and put into operation 
in the absence of a decisionas towhatto dowithnuclearwastes. Right 
after WorldWar 11,mnyofuswantedto see peacefuluses of attic power 
come to the fore. Almxt unwittingly we "crossed the Rubicd'as practical 
systms were developed. Of mst interest are the two light water mderated 
'boiling water" and "pressurized water" systems which require 3% enriched 
uranium fuel, and the CANDUreactorwhichismderated and cooledusing 
heavywater. Although first reactor plants were small, today we have plants 
of three units of 700 MJ capacity or tsm units of 1100 I%4 capacity. Single 
unit plant sites are nomally sized for added units and the possibility of 
enclaves of units has been publicized. Large fission reactors involve a few 
hundred thousand kilograms of fission products (and unspent fuel) at a large 
per plant site. Spentfuelelementsmxxberen-med andreplacedwith 
fresh fuelelesmts if the plants are to continue to producepmer. Typi- 
cally, light water m&rated plants mst be shut down for a year while this 
change is effected. In sharp contrast, the CXNDUreactors canhave fuel 
elements of natural uraniun oxide replaced while in operation. Insteadof 
building extensive separations and enrictmnent facilities, or "buying Ameri- 
can", they opted for an extensive plant on Hudson bay to separate heavy 
water f-run seawater. 
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No safe plans have been developed to dispose of nuclear ashes. This is 
because there is no safe way. 'Ihemediabavereferredtomanyplans. A 
recent suggestion was to rocket wastes to "another galaxy." The media 
have also reported escape of sum11 quantities of plutoniun fran contain- 
ment at Hanford, Oak Ridge and in Canada in recent years. Wecannotbury 
the stuff because a future &unt St. Helens could spread it all over. We 
cannot blast it into outer space because rockets can blow up on the pad, or 
malfunction with uncontrolled reentry and burn up high in the stratosphere 
with a resulting fine distribution. We cannot park the stuff in Antarctica 
which has not always been arcticand has coal seams and residual insect life. 
In far less than amillionyears the fissionprcductcontainers couldbe 
deep in salt water under corrosive attack. Pelletizing fission products 
in glass blocks sounds great until one sees sizable pieces of glass being 
pounded into sand on any beach. The safest place to leave spent fuel ele- 
ments is in the safety containers wherein they became radioactive. 

Arecentreport /T, writtenby two Englishmen, onwhathappenedatlhree 
Mile Island, was7er-y well done by authors of impeccable background and 
contains lldiagrams and graphs. A number of points of interest were des- 
cribed. The core of the stricken reactor was bared to steam as opposed to 
water three times in the early going. One instance was very brief but, 
during the other m, meltdown of fuel elexnents took place. l%xinum fuel 
element temperature reached or exceeded the melting point of zirconium 
fuel cans, which is 2,1280K or 3,830oR. The off-site irradiation was 
extranelylu+7. A series of radioactivity readings, taken at 20 minute 
intervals, starting four hours after the accident, were 2OOR/hr/ 6OOR/hr 
1,OOOWhrand 6,OOOR/hr. Readingswere takenbehind 4"oflea.d sane 2ckn 
above the reactor. At 6OOR/hr, 90% of people exposed will die. Finally 
boratedwater has been used to cool the burned-out core which m has a 
friction of 200-400 times normal value, and will require equivalent cooling 
for hundreds of thousands of years. boron ten soaks uptherfnalizedneutrons 
and prevents resLsnption of core meltdm (Boron ten is 19% of all boron 
atoms). 

Let us consider current econanics of fission power plants. A recent report 
/Jon three Cumrxrwealth Edison fission power plants, of 2,156 MJ, 2,240 Ew 
and 2,240 m capacity, stated delays of eight mxlths, 12 nxmths and 24mcnths, 
for completion in 1982, 1984 and 1986, at new estimated construction costs 
of 2.0, 2.7 and 3.1 billion USD (or 928, 1,205 and 1,384 $/r&J>. A very late 
report on five Washington Public Pawer Supply Systems (WPPSS) states construc- 
tion costs rising from 4 billion USD in the early 1970s to 11.8 billion in 
1979 to 15.9 billion in 1980. The five WPPSS plants are four to five years 
behindscheduleD. To this ua.rst be added the cost of fuel elements start- 
ing with $50/# for U308 

'7 
cost of fuel enriclxnant and cladding, the cost 

of pumping borated water 0; an eon if sanething goes wrong, up to 500 mil- 
lion USD if a core meltdown ruptures containment, and the future cost of 
"safe disposal" of nuclear ashes for a million years per spent reactor core 
if nothing goes wrong. These plants are also labor intensive due to need for 
operational health physics and frequent shut-. 

'l&se plants cannot be justified because they are only 2% efficient, are 
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very expensive, nuclear fuel is rarer than coal, oil and gas, and they oper- 
ate about 67% of the time as opposed to 88% oh-line record of fossil-fueled 
plants. Breeder reactors are said to create n-me fuel than consumed to the 
extent that fuels will last longer by a factor of 60. Breeder reactors make 
mre sense, but not enough sense. While nuclear fuel could be regenerated 
again and again, cost per plant is mh greater, on-line time will be no 
better and chances of accidental escape or theft of nuclear wastes are 
greatly increased. 
publication /57. 

Many of the above points were contained in an earlier 
It is concluded that fission reactor pmer plants of large 

size are obsxete and should be SHUI' ~~ SYSTEM4TICALL~, as other, safer, 
and less expensive methods of peer generatmn cane into use. The great 
hope of nuclear power generation for the benefit of man lies with fusion 
reactor plants. 
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